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With so many people using smartphones these days, it's easy to make a potentially expensive
mistake that could be the demise of your smartphone. When you use the internet, make sure your

device has sufficient battery life to stay powered up for the duration of your browsing session. Don't
forget to use a PIN lock on your device to keep your personal information and apps secure, and make
sure you're only using the internet on the latest version of the OS. http://www.computerweekly.com/
blogs/Gadgets-Blog/2014/05/Is-your-smartphone-being-hacked-in-disguise-this-may-shock-you.htm

apple2014-05-28T00:00:00Websites can use a variety of techniques to make a phone user think
their browser is unsafe so they'll take action to prevent downloads, trackers, scripts, and other bad
stuff in the first place. When you're shopping online, make sure you're using a secure browser. Also,

don't download and open an attachment unless you know the person who sent it. Finally, always
inspect your inbox for suspicious messages from large web companies like Amazon.com, Facebook,

or even Groupon or EBay. If you see a suspicious message, don't click, and if you find more than one,
contact the company and explain the situation. If you think you've been the victim of a phishing

scam, immediately disconnect from the website and contact customer service to verify that there's
no scam in progress. If a suspicious message is waiting for you when you get home, delete it quickly
or take screen shots or pictures before calling anyone, as phishing emails can look legitimate. http://

www.computerweekly.com/blogs/Gadgets-Blog/2014/05/Is-your-smartphone-being-hacked-in-
disguise-this-may-shock-you.htm https://twitter.com/craigmorgan
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You might have a solid device to keep safe, but if you're not careful about the apps you add to your
tablet, smartphone or computer, you could wind up with unwanted programs that could eat up

device resources and potentially compromise your privacy. There's no shortage of free and paid-for
apps designed to protect users from malware programs, and there are even a number of basic

antivirus utilities that can be obtained for free. The trick is knowing what to look for while
downloading apps, and most antivirus utilities will cover the basics. The AV-TEST website offers

downloads of antivirus apps and utilities that users can apply to their devices. Keeping up with the
latest security news is important to stay on top of what hackers and other cyber criminals are up to,
and some are always breaking new ground. For example, a group of hackers used a modified version

of a common consumer software product to break into computers, Macs, and even Google's Gmail
account, the Wall Street Journal reports. Soon after learning they'd compromised the company's

accounts, the hackers started selling stolen information to outside cyber criminals, who also wanted
access to the accounts. If you work for a business and have to use personal accounts to access
company resources, consider changing your passwords to remove any possibility of the same

personal details being used by multiple people. It's a good idea to use a password manager, which
will let you choose a memorable passcode and that uses a random sequence of numbers, letters,

and numbers that you never use for any personal information. You can make up a passcode yourself
or use a password manager you've loaded with your master password. Some require additional steps
and software to access, but the ones Nuxniks Labs reviewed are easy to use and don't cost anything
but your time to create. The article includes tips on how to make using a password manager better

and share the password for your online accounts more safely. 5ec8ef588b
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